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Family Coaches now have smartphones! 

DHS has expanded its methods of communication to support the use of texting 

participants and families. 

This is an incredibly helpful tool for engaging with families but is an unsafe 

communication method for survivors of domestic violence. 

 

What is the protocol for texting survivors about domestic violence?  

It’s simple: DO NOT DO IT! Do not text about either their domestic violence situation or 

their TA-DVS requests or payment requests. 

 

Why not text?  

It is not safe – we cannot confirm who we are talking to or who will later have access 

to the phone and messages. 

Texting may create “evidence” of their DV situation. For example, a survivor may 

send a picture to have a record of the DV situation. DHS does not require verification 

of a DV situation, and we do not keep verification or “evidence” of the situation. 

It is not safe – we cannot say this enough! Not safe for the survivor or for the worker!  

 

What should you do if a survivor texts you?  

Explain during intakes that we will not reply to DV questions via text because of safety 

reasons. Telling survivors ahead of time can help prevent getting DV related texts.  
 

If we reply to a text, we are confirming we have talked about DV, which could be 

safety concern if the abuser has access to the survivor’s phone or phone records. 
 

If someone texts about DV – just call them – have a conversation instead.  

This allows you to verify who you are talking to and limits creating future safety 

concerns. 
 

If the survivor texts about something not DV related, such as when their JOBS 

appointment is, we can still engage with them about other needs via text, if they 

choose.  
 

When in doubt – do not text. Just reply by simply making a phone call. If you do not 

get an answer, leave a generic voicemail “Hi it’s Sarah, I got your message. Call me 

back when you are able at 503-XXX-XXXX.”  

Remember, we do not accept video calls either for DV. 

Keep It Simple. Keep It Safe. Make A Phone Call. 

Texting and DV 

 Why it’s NOT Safe! 
 


